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Fishbowl Adds Business Intelligence
The new reporting features are native within Fishbowl, and allow users to create
customized forms, labels or data reports, and o�er more �exibility and intelligence
than ever before. Fishbowl users can develop dozens of di�erent business ...
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Fishbowl, has added business intelligence technology to its Fishbowl Manufacturing
and Fishbowl Warehouse inventory management software. The new business
intelligence features are now available for all current and new users, and are
designed to enhance reporting functions within the inventory management systems.
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“This functionality is all about acquiring digestible data from the Fishbowl
platform,” said Kendrick Hair, Fishbowl vice president of development. “Utilizing
business intelligence strategies and technology, Fishbowl customers now have better
access to historical, current and predictive insights to make bigger and better
decisions for their businesses.”

The new reporting features are native within Fishbowl, and allow users to create
customized forms, labels or data reports, and offer more �exibility and intelligence
than ever before. Fishbowl users can develop dozens of different business intelligence
reports depending on their speci�c business reporting needs.

Fishbowl is the No. 1 requested manufacturing and warehouse management software
for QuickBooks. It also integrates with UPS, Shopify mesh, Salesforce, and other
major software and hardware solutions saving businesses time and money with
substantially increased ef�ciency. Fishbowl Manufacturing and Fishbowl
Warehouse speci�cally help thousands of businesses optimize manufacturing
processes, warehouse layout, order ful�llment, and inventory process and practices 

There are no additional costs for the new business intelligence capabilities available
in Fishbowl’s Manufacturing and Warehouse products. Users obtain the new
features with their next Fishbowl update.
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